
Agile Never Fails, Agile 
Implementations Sometimes Do

REGISTER NOW: Email: spatel@esi-intl.com or Call +44 (0)203 743 2940

Thursday 26th February 2015 –  
Agile Workshop
Simpsons in the Strand, 100 Strand, 
London WC2R 0EW

This workshop will cover what is considered to be the “must haves” of a successful 
agile implementation. We will share experiences discovered after many 
successes, plus the lessons learnt and common failure points from challenging 
implementations.

We will look at the factors you need to apply to increase the chances of delivering 
a successful project, including the elements that are to be expected as part of the 
journey and those that are often an illusion. All brought to life with real case studies, 
examples and insights.

After attending the event, you will have better understanding of how agile works in 
real life, get a good grasp of the phases of an organisation wide agile deployment, 
and learn how to master the process.

REGISTER NOW – PLACES ARE LIMITED 
Email: spatel@esi-intl.com

Join us for a free guide on how to get it right! 
(Presented by Florian Ivan – ESI International Agile specialist)   

ThE AGENDA
9.30   Registration/Tea/Coffee

9:55  Welcome Note

10:00  Agile Pathway – The Prerequisites:
•	  Personality and individuals – important qualities and 

characteristics for a successful agile path 
•	 The important project concepts: methodologies, maturity 

Models 
•	 In what type of organisations does Agile work best? 

Review of corporate culture, processes and management
•	 Where does Agile work best? Review of culture, nations 

and attitude 

10.55  Coffee Break

11:15   Agile Never Fails, Agile Implementations  
 Sometimes do:

•	 Does your organisation have the right commitment for the 
Agile method?

•	 What resources are required and how much investment is 
needed?

•	 What plans do you have with SMART objectives?
•	 Checklist on failing manifesto and how to avoid them
•	 Examples of some successful Agile implementation 

12:00  Lunch

1:30  Event Closes


